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pricing inclusive of set up, extra staff and equipment optional, quote based on event  | smaller arrangements and bespoke boxes available  

 BUFFETS | boards  
AN INCREDIBLE ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL CATERING.  

GRAZERS 

GRAZING BOARD | FROM $300  

imported and local artisan cheeses 

selection of cured meats 

seasonal gourmet dips  

vegetables and pickles 

fresh and dried fruits  

fresh breads and crackers 

selection of condiments and chocolates  

 

10 – 20 people $30 per person             21 or more $25 per person  
 

GRAZING TABLE | FROM $400 

imported and local artisan cheeses // selection of cured meats // seasonal gourmet dips // vegetables and pickles // 

fresh and dried fruits  // fresh breads and crackers // selection of condiments and chocolates . just like our boards, only 

bigger. our grazing tables can include a selection from our other menus. we tailor everything suit your dietary 

requirements and themes. call us to customise your grazing table. give us the basics, and we ’ll make it unforgettable 

from there.  

10 – 20 people $40 per person         21 – 30 people $35 per person  

31 – 50 people $30 per person                51 or more people $25 per person  
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bespoke boxes and platters available. smaller numbers welcome 

BUFFETS | boards  

 
GRAZER BOXES  

imported and local artisan cheeses 

selection of cured meats and antipasto 

seasonal gourmet dips  

vegetables and pickles 

fresh and dried fruits  

fresh breads and crackers 

selection of condiments and chocolates  

Small $70 Large $100  

 

PLATTERS  

FRESH SEASONAL FRUIT PLATTER 
 small $65 large $85 

 

ARTISAN CHEESE 

cheddar // brie // blue cheese // seasonal fruits // quince pastes // breads // gourmet crackets 
 small $100 large $200 
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*buffets can be created in smaller boxes with no minimum. bespoke options available. pricing inclusive of setup and standard props. Additional 

extras may be added 

Buffets  
 

MEDITERRANEAN TABLE |  $35 per person 

char grilled vegetables skewers 

sundried tomato, boccocini skewers 

cherry tomato skewers 

stuffed vine leaves 

greek salad cups 

 falafels 

vegetable frittatas 

hummus 

 tzatziki 

toasted focaccia, olive oil and herb dip  

fried pita bread  

 

MIDDLE EASTERN TABLE |  $35 per person  

stuffed vine leaves 

chicken kebabs 

kibbeh balls 

 mixed greens, pickled vegetables  

kofta skewers 

fattoush salad 

tabouli salad  

middle eastern potato salad 

mini middle eastern pides 

samsouki, cheese & meat 

hummus 

eggplant dip 

tzatziki 
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